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Trump Administration Takes Warmongering Directly to Korean Peninsula

By Abayomi Azikiwe, April 18, 2017

In  recent  weeks,  the  Trump  administration  has  intensified  already  existing  sanctions  on
Pyongyang.  Tactical  nuclear  weapons  stationed  in  South  Korea  remain  aimed  at  key
installations  inside  the  DPRK.  U.S.  military  officials  have  openly  announced  that  they  are
considering a preemptive strike against the DPRK through targeted assassinations of its
leaders and the attempted neutralization of its military defenses.

Washington Tries to Hide Its “Failure” in Mosul

By Anna Jaunger, April 18, 2017

It’s not a secret that the U.S. indiscriminant air strikes lead to a daily increasing number of
civilian casualties. Considering the fact that all this is happening under the patronage of the
United  States,  the  natural  question  arises  –  how  effective  is  Washington  in  fighting
terrorism,  if  it  can’t  minimize  the  losses  among  civilians?

Attack Against Syria: The Middle East Region Is Speaking Out

By Andre Vltchek, April 18, 2017

Here in the Middle East and in fact all over the entire Arab world, feelings towards the Syrian
President Bashar Al-Assad are always ‘strong’; no one appears to be ‘neutral’. But even the
divisions are often ‘pre-defined’, carved along pan-Arab versus pro-Western, or Sunni versus
Shi’a lines. It  is rarely being mentioned that the Syrian state is constructed mainly on
secular and socialist principles.
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Video: British Journalist Destroys Mainstream Media Lies on Syria

By Tom Duggan and Hanin Elias, April 19, 2017

Exclusive interview with British Journalist Tom Duggan in Damascus at the French Hospital
tells us about the chemical attacks accusations.

Trump’s Deep Swamp. “Making America Great” for the Wealthy, Powerful and Privileged

By Stephen Lendman, April 19, 2017

His agenda aims to make America greater than ever for its wealthy, powerful and privileged
– ordinary people fed lip service only, meaningless promises, ignored as soon as made.

Khan Sheikhoun, Syria: The Nerve Agent Attack that Did Not Occur

By Dr. Theodore Postol, April 19, 2017

The conclusion of this summary of data is obvious – the nerve agent attack described in the
WHR did not occur as claimed. There may well have been mass casualties from some kind of
poisoning event, but that event was not the one described by the WHR.
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